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Based upon the definition of variational derivatives presented by Galindo and 
Martinez Alonso, a series of formulae on formal variational calculus of higher 
dimensions is developed. 
Formal variational derivatives arose originally in the study of two 
problems: The first is the so-called “inverse problem of variational method” 
(see [2, lo] and references there), that is, to develop a criterion by which one 
can judge whether or not a given set of partial differential equations is the set 
of Euler-Lagrange equations of a certain variational problem. The second 
problem is to investigate the symmetries and conservation laws of 
generalized Hamiltonian systems (see [5, 111 and references there); this 
problem constitutes one of the central topics in the theory of nonlinear waves 
and soliton. Both of these problems have undergone much research in the 
past decade. 
Let u = U(X) be a smooth function of one dimension variable x, and let 
u’~’ = d’u/dx’ be its derivatives. The Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding 
to a variational problem min ff(u. u(l),..., u@‘) dx is, as is well known, 
Cpco (-D)‘(a/~?u”‘)f = 0, or &/au = 0, where 
It is well known that the necessary and sufficient conditions for a given 
function g = g(2(, UC’),..., ~4~~) ) to be of the form g = 6f//6u for some f are 
& g=(-lQ- au(i) g (j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., m), 
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where 
6 - r i (-D)i-j% 
6uj-gj . Cl au(i) 
with (ii) denoting binomial coefftcients. We have proved [lo] that the above 
conditions are equivalent o the conditions 
6 
m=2p, ___ 
i, 
du2j_, g=- au(2j-1 g (j = 1, 2 )..., p). 
In other words, half of the previous conditions are redundant. 
The operators J/au,, which reduce to 6/6u when j = 0, are called formal 
variational derivatives. 
In the case of higher dimensions, i.e., u = (u’, u* ,..., u”)~, x = (xi ,..., x,,)~, 
there are two different kinds of generalizations of the operators 6/6u,. The 
first is [ 1 ] 
where U.? ,, .i, = aru*pxi, * *. ax,,, D,.. .k = (d/dxi) . . . (d/dx,). This 
definition may be useful in dealing with the tensor calculus, however, many 
formulae derived from it are involved in symmetrization over indices and 
thus quite lengthy. The second kind of generalization [3] makes use of multi- 
indices (see Eq. (1.6) below), and the formulae derived from it are fairly 
succinct; thus, in the author’s opinion, this definition is more convenient than 
the previous one in studying symmetries and conservation laws of 
generalized Hamiltonian systems. 
In the present paper, basing our discussion upon the second definition, we 
derive a series of formulae on forma1 variational derivatives. We divide the 
paper into two sections. In Section 1, the definition of operators 6/&i, 
iTA( and V,4 df) are presented and three inversion formulae involving 
binomial coefficients are given. In Section 2 a series of formulae in relation 
to these operators are derived, such as some commuting relations, a criterion 
for a vector g to be of the form (6/6u)f, and a transformation formula of 
6/6u. All these results are formulated into two theorems and listed in the 
beginning of Section 2. 
1. PRELIMINARY AND INVERSION FORMULAE 
Let u = (u’,..., 2~~)’ be (vector) functions of x = (x,,..., x,JT with T 
denoting transpose, and W be the set of all smooth functions which depend 
on x, u and a finite number of its derivatives: 
W= (f 1 f =S(u, ~4”) ,..., u@‘), p varies withf}, 
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Uck’ = i”t,. . .i,}? u? ,,“. ik=akU-4/~xi, *.. hi,,. 
Throughout this paper f, g,... represent functions of W, and f = (f I...., f I’) r. 
g )... represent, unless otherwise specified, vectors of WM = W x W x . . . x W 
(M times). Following [3 1, we use multi-indices a = (a, ?..., a,,) = (a,), where 
ai are nonnegative integers, and by (i) we denote the vector (ai,, cJ~?,.... J,,), 
where 6, is the usual Kronecker symbol. For a = (a,) and j? = Cpi) we set 
a + /3 = (ai +/Ii), and write a >/3 if a, > p, ,..., a, >/I,, ; in this case we 
define a -/I = (ai -pi). Hence, for example, a + (i) = (a,) . . . . ai-, , ai + 1, 
ai + I ,-., a,). Furthermore we set 
u; =pu”/&yl . . . &yQn n 3 A=1 ,..., M, la/=x a;. 
(;;)=[I (;:$ i (-I)” = fl (-1)-i= (-I)‘“‘, d,, = T-1 d,,,,. , 
where 
are the operators of total derivatives with respect to xi. Here and hereafter, 
the sum CA stands for Cy=,, and x:n for >Iln”, .,,,, a,=O, which always 
reduces to a finite sum in view of the fact that only a finite number of 
nonzero terms are left in the summation. We also employ the following con- 
vention: 
‘ai 
( 1 pi =O 
unless ai >/Ii > 0; a/i%;“, -B = 0 when a 2 j3. (S) 
This convention is very convenient because by convention (S) one need not 
pay attention to the upper and lower bound of summations. 
Note first that many identities of binomial coefficients can be easily 
extended from single to multi-indices. For example, we have 
(;)+ (/,a@))= (“y)? (1.1) 
y (-I)“-” (;)(;)=h (1.2 ) 
y (-1) aa u (;)(::;)=(-l)T(&J (1.3 
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These identities can be easily deduced from the definition (F ) = ni ( zj ) and 
the corresponding ordinary identities. We also have the following Leibniz 
formula: 
or equivalently 
Dyf.)=x 
B’ 
a i 1 
a (0”~“f) D”. 
(1.4) 
(1.4)’ 
For f, g E W, we write f k g iff there exists a vector h = (h, ,..., h,) such 
that f - g = x1=, D,h,. For example, Leibniz formula (1.4) implies 
f(Di g) ’ -dDif)* (1.5) 
Now we present he definition of formal variational derivatives in higher 
dimensions [ 31: 
s/&l = (6/&4',.... 6/&l")T. 
and the related operators ]9] 
The formal conjugate of a matrix V(f) is defined by 
F(f)= P-df”v-= Pm-“)I. 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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In general, we set 
(1.8) 
The operator U,(J) is also called a Lie-Backlund operator (41. 
Let J be a linear anti-symmetric operator mapping W” into itself, i.e., 
fT(Jg) g -(QTg. 
The Poisson bracket [6] is defined by 
If, g}./ = (wwT.@&w? 
which is closely related to an another kind of bracket, that is, 
P-3 gl = Wk - %df. 
As usual we also denote by [P, Q] the commutator of operator P and Q: 
[P,Ql=pQ-QP. 
The following inversion formulae are needed in the next section: 
PROPOSITION 1. We hme 
fcB,a)=z c)g(B-):a-y)-&%a)=~ (f)(-IPV-ha-~). I (1.11) 
All three pairs of inversion formulae can be easily proved by substituting 
one of the pair into another. For example, to prove the first equation of (1.9) 
implies the second, we deduce as follows: 
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x (-l)y-” 
d) 
y f(y,a+p-y)=~(-l)y-O y v 1 
CL?) 0 Ti Y 
g(ka+fl-A> 
Y Y 
=T ((-l)n~(-l)y(~)(~))gU.a+8-~) 
i 
= T & g(A, a + P - 1) = g@. a>. 
It may be noted that the study of inversion formulae is one of the central 
topics of enumerative combinatorics; there have been fairly beautiful theories 
in this connection, especially since Rota’s classical work on generalized 
Mobius inversion formulae [8]. 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
In this section we establish the following two theorems: 
THEOREM 1. We have 
d/d+? ;f 
( 1 
(-D)“-y2/auA,), 
a/au; = s 
( 1 
a Da-"(6/&;). 
a P. 
(2. la) 
(2.lb) 
(2.4 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
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(2.6a) 
(a/au~)(s/su;) =x (-1)” 
( 1 
; (6/du;)(~/~u:+i)-)‘). (2.6b) 
(6,6u;;‘)(fg) =; (-y” (; ) (D”-~g(&Gu:) + D”-ff(Sg/Su;2)), 
a 
(2.7) 
(6/6uA)(fg) =x (-l)“(D”g(Gflsu~) + D=f(dg/fh:)). (2.7’) 
cl 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for a given vector g = (g.‘) E W”’ 
to be of the form g = Sf/Gu for some f are 
(G/SuA,) gB = (-l)“(a/au:) g.4; (2.8a) 
when these conditions are fulfilled, it holds that 
(2.8b) 
The transformation formula of ~/AI under the substitution LJ~ = zP(u.~) 
reads 
6/&d” = 1 (6vB/6uA,)(-D)“(~/~uB). (2.9) 
a.B 
THEOREM 2. (i) We have 
(2.10a) 
(-D)“-4v,.A(fh (2. lob) 
(2.1 lb) 
V,(f) = c @f/h;) D” = s D”(df/ch;.), 
a L1 
GflSu A *= s (-D)nV,,,(f ), 
n 
(2.10a’) 
(2. lob’) 
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q((f) = x (-l)“D”(~fl~u”,) = x (-1)“(&/6u;) D”, 
(1 n 
8f/&x4 -= x D” V~,Adf). 
a 
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(2.1 la’) 
(2.1 lb’) 
(ii) The necessary and sufficient condition for a given vector 
g = (g”) E W”’ to be of the form g = Sf/Su for some f is 
VW = VYg). (2.12) 
(iii) We have 
wqw-d = VXf) g + v:.,wf, (2.13) 
(WuA Kk) = m.f , g + m sv (2.13’) 
(iv) The transformation formula of a/611 under the substitution 
uB = u”(u”) reads 
6/W = s v:(Lq@P). 
B 
(v) We have 
kVuA,v ~,(f>l = s (i;) (6f/6~:)(-D)~(6/6~8,+,~ y)’
4.Y 
[d/i?, U,(f)] = ; (-1)“(6fl&;) D4(d/dua). 
(vi) Let J be an anti-symmetric linear operator; then [6] 
MW~U)~ J@d~u)l = J(s/su)((sf/su)TJ(6g/6u)). 
In particular, when J is invertible, 
[Jc??~u), J(&/6u)] = 0 - 1.6 g}, g 0. (2.16’) 
(vii) We have 
I~.&-)3 U,(g)1 = Il,(~&fl). 
(viii) We have 
+ -r T (Vy.&P )(w& y) SE -i B y>o 
- V,,( gA )@l& Jf” )Y 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.15’) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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where [f, gJ, represents the Ath component of the vector If, g]: 
Kgl.4 = vdf.4)gB - Y&rv8’ (2.19) 
Remark (i). For completeness the following known formulae can be 
added to Eqs. (2.1)-(2.19): 
WW = D” ~.A-). 
v,u-)g= u,(s)f~ W~U”k~ 
df/d& = V(f)(dU/d&). 
These four equations can be easily verified by direct computation. 
Remark (ii). If we set 
E”(t) = x (t - D)“(a/au;), 
II 
(t - D)“p”(a/du;). 
a4(t) = x t”(a/au;), ta-“(a/au;), 
n 
(2.20) 
(2.2 1) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
where ta = ni t?i, (I - D)” = ni (ti - Di)ai = Co (;) t4(-D)u-4, then we 
have 
P(f) P(S) = d,(s - t) . E”(s) = E”(f) . a& - t), (2.24) 
E;(t) P(S) = (-l)%,,,(s - t) * P(S). (2.25) 
In fact, Eq. (2.25) and the first equality of Eq. (2.24) can be easily seen to be 
equivalent to Eq. (2.6a), and the second equality of Eq. (2.24) is equivalent 
to Eq. (2Sa). Equations (2.24) and (2.25) generalize the corresponding 
results of [ 7 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) We prove Eq. (2. la) by induction on m = Ia I. 
When m = I, i.e., D” = Di, we have 
Thus (2. la) holds when m = I. Now suppose that Eq. (2. la) holds for 
ial=m; then for Ia’l=m+ I or a’=u+(i) we have 
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(a/&;) D” + Ci’ = ((a/au;) D”) Di = 1 D"~y(L@u;~,)D; 
Y 
= D"+("-y(~/&;~y)+~ ip )D'~y(~/iiu~~,y+,;~,); 
Y 
set ,U = 1’ + (i) in the second sum and make use of Eq. (1.1) to get 
(a/&& Da+‘i’ =x 11 ((1 ) + (, f(i) )) D”+“‘-W’~~;-;.) 
D”+‘i’-y(+3&), 
which completes the proof of Eq. (2.la). 
Equation (2.lb) can be obtained from Eq. (2.la) by using inversion 
formula ( 1.11). 
(ii) To prove Eq. (2.2) we need only show that 
(6/6~;l)D;=(6/6~~~,i,). (2.2') 
In fact, 
(-D)"-"(Di(a/aUi)+ (i?/P~.;~,i,)) 
which proves Eq. (2.2’). The general case, Eq. (2.2). can be deduced by 
repeated application of Eq. (2.2’). 
(iii) Equation (2.3 ) a is just definition (1.6). Note that this equation 
can be written as 
(-D)“(6/6u;)=‘ (-1)” (; ) Da@/&;); 
n 
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hence the application of inversion formula (1.9) gives that 
which is equivalent to Eq. (2.3b). 
(iv) From Eq. (2.la), 
(a/au~)(s/s~~)=~(-l).'-~ (1 )((a/d~:)D-'~~)2/2u: 
set p + [ = y and note that (i)( ,;I;) = (.:)(1;). We get 
which completes the proof of Eq. (2.4a). Equation (2.4b) can be obtained 
from Eq. (2.4a) and inversion formula (1.10). 
(v) From Eq. (2.2) 
(S/du;)(S/Su;)=~ (; )(-I)'-"((s/~u,:)D~-")ijhuj' 
t 
=\‘ )' 
( 1 f P 
(-1)'~"(s/sug+,~,,;il;iu~: 
this is just Eq. (2Sa), which together with inversion formula (1.1 I) yields 
Eq. (2.5b). 
(vi) From Eqs. (2.5a) and (2.4b), 
c zz 
a+P-P 
(wq + 4 . ,w~u: )* 
Set r = a + /3, 1’ = u + /I - (I in Eq. ( 1.3); we get 
X(-l)” P 
Id ( I( 
r 
P a+P-P 1 
+l)ats a+!-cj. 
( 
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Thus 
(s/su”,)(s/su;)=~ ((-1)” (” +f-C)) (a/au:+,-,)@Pu~;) 
3 
= y (-1)” 
( 1 
I’ (a/au;)(s/su: +& 
Y a 
which proves Eq. (2.6a). Equation (2.6b) can be similarly proved from 
Eq. (2.6a) and inversion formula (1.11). 
(vii) We have 
(a/au;)(fg) =x (-1>‘-4 (; ) o”-~(a/az#fg) 
Y 
=y (-l)Y-5 
( 1 
; D"-5((af/au~;) g) 
: s (-1)7-b ( ; ) o’-“(a/au;)(fg). 
Y 
Denote the first hen by C, ; then by Leibniz formula (1.4) we obtain 
,?Y, = s (-l)Y-D y,T (; ) (“7” ) (o’g)(oY-4-‘(~~aU.~)). 
Set /? + t = a and note that (L)(:Y’~) = (L)(z). We get 
In the same manner we can prove that the second sum equals 
The proof of Eq. (2.7) is thus completed. Equation (2.7’) is a special case of 
Eq. (2.7) when p = 0. 
(viii) Set /? = 0 in Eq. (2.6a); we find 
(S/Su~)(S/Su”) = y (-1)” ( ; ) (a/au;)(Qk: -. y). 
Y 
Since the factors (L) and B/C%& y appear in the right-hand side of the above 
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equation, by our convention (S), the index 1’ must satisfy the inequality 
u < 7 ,< a, that is, 1~ = cr; therefore we arrive at 
(d/h: )(G/W j = (- 1 j~(q224: )(6/W ). (2.6a’ ) 
which shows conditions (2.8,) are necessary. To show that conditions (2.8a) 
are also sufficient, we need only deduce (2.8b) from (2.8a). Now by 
“product formula” (2.7), 
(6/W) .i,’ u”g,4(tu) dr 
= (_I ((6/@) u”g,(tu)) dt 
‘0 
= j” 6,, g,(tu) dt + I’ 
0 
o ; (-l)“u:(6g,4(ru)/6uS,) dt 
= !; g&u) dr + )_I K’ u~(c?g,(tu)/~u~) dr 
‘0 y 
= 1’ g&u) df + 1’1 t x (d(tuA,)/dt)(~ggB(rU)/a(~U~)) df 
-0 -0 n 
ZZ [’ g&u) df + j’ t(dg,(tu)/dt) dt 
'0 0 
= 1’ g&u) df + rg,(tu)l:=, - !” g&U) df = g&), 
-0 0 
which completes the proof of (2.8b). 
(ix) From Eqs. (2.la) and (1.4), 
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Set P - y = c instead of y and we get 
6/6u” = s (-D)” ~+“-“(au”/au~)) a/au; 
u.O.3.B 
= c C-1)” (,“,)(g u.4.3.A.B 
x CD (o+l-U)+(U--~)(aL,B/aU~))D,\(a/aL,~). 
Make the substitutions p -+ A, r + p + [, and y + < in Eq. (1.3); we get 
hence 
(-l)b+c (&)=;(-1y (J(,“,). 
6/6uA = 2 (-1y+s 
( 1 
~ Tp (D’-‘~‘-yiw/au~ j)a/&q. 
4,3..i.B 
Set 1-p = a; we obtain 
(Ds-“@“/i?u;)) D4+“@/av;) 
(D’-“(&J”/&;)) 
X (-D)” ; (-D)“(a/au;)) 
= s (6uB/6u~)(-D)“(6/6vB). 
a.8 
The proof of Theorem 1 is therefore completed. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (i) From Eqs. (2.3b) and (1.5), 
Dy-“(&‘6u;), 
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which proves Eq. (2.10a). Note that this equation can be written as 
apply inversion formula (1.9) again, and we deduce Eq. (2.IOb). Equation 
(2.1 la) can be obtained from Eq. (2.10a) and the definition of formal 
conjugate, Eq. (1.8). Equation (2.1 lb) is the consequence of Eq. (2.1 la) and 
inversion formula (1.9). Equations (2. lOa’), (2.10b’), (2.1 la’), and (2.1 lb’) 
are, respectively, the special cases of Eqs. (2.10a), (2.IOb), (2.1 la), and 
(2.1 lb) when /I = 0. 
(ii) Note that by definition (1.7) we have v”(g) = (V,T( g”)) when V(g) = 
(I’,( g”)), hence condition (2.12) is equivalent to 
In view of Eq. (2.1 la’), the above equation in turn is equivalent to 
(-l)“(C5gB/&4;) = (?g.“/au:), 
thus conclusion (ii) of Theorem 2 is equivalent to (viii) of Theorem 1. 
(iii) From Eq. (2.1 la) we see that Eq. (2.13) is equivalent to Eq. (2.7), 
and Eq. (2.13’) is equivalent to Eq. (2.7’). 
Note that Eq. (2.13) may be compared with the equation 
pa.., =ft6..4(g) + g~a,,(fh (2.26) 
which can be deduced directly from the definition. 
(iv) From Eq. (2.1 la’) we see that Eq. (2.14) is equivalent to 
Eq. (2.9). 
(v) From Eqs. (2.10a’), (2.2) and (2.7) 
(6/6u;l,) ‘,(fjg 
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Set y-(a-P)=p instead of ,u; we get 
On the other hand, from Eq. (2.6b). 
Thus 
which proves Eq. (2.15). Set a = 0 in this equation and note the appearance 
of(L) and 8//8~;-~; we see that the index y must satisfy /I < y < 0, i.e., y = p, 
hence Eq. (2.15’) is the special case of Eq. (2.15) when 01= 0. 
(vi) Note first that the supposition implies that 
I/(&q = W(f). (2.27) 
In fact, from Eq. (2.22) we have 
V(Jf)g = ((d/dE)Jf(U + Eg)),=Q = J((d/d&) f(u + cg)),,o =JV(f)g. 
Now from Eq. (2.27) and the supposition that J#= -J we get Yx(Jf) = 
- v#(f‘)J. Hence from Eq. (2.12) and (2.13 ‘) 
[J(W~u), J(&/~u)l = Q@f/~u)) J(&/~u) - Qw/~u) Wf/~u) 
= .I( V(6fldu) J(6g/&l) - V(6g/&l) J(ijf/&l)) 
= J( v#(djdu) J@g/du) - Irr(dg/bu) J(dfldu)) 
= Jv,%?fl~u) J(Wdu) + ~v(w~u)KY7~u)) 
= JCWJ )((Wdu ) J@g/~u 1). 
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which proves Eq. (2.16). Note that [3 1 
(d/fh)f =Oof fo. 
which together with Eq. (2.16) and the supposition that J is invertible imply 
Eq. (2.16’) 
(vii) We have 
+ \‘ (oaf)(05g)(a/au;t)(a/aKg). 
a.5 
From Eq. (2.20), the first sum equals 
hence 
Uf) h(g) - U,(g) Wf) 
which proves Eq. (2.17). 
(viii) Equation (2.18) is the consequence of Eq. (2.la) and the 
definition of V, ,B. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
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